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PREFACE
This study was conducted to show that Chinese restaurants in Midland, Texas do
have common themes that relate to what small business historians had been studied in
some of the case studies in manufacture industry. Scholars tend to study small business in
comparison with big business. There are a lot of connections had been drawn between the
two. When historian, social scientists and economists look at small business in U.S, they
tend to focus their study on industries that relate to big business such as manufacturers.
Couple of main themes that scholars are trying to explore: (a) its innovations. (b) its
overall and changing economic contribution. (c) How its response to the challenge pose
by big business. (d) its relation with the local community (e) government and public
policies toward small business, and finally changes that take place over the year.
I sincerely thank my master thesis committee—Dr. James L. Huston (chair), Dr.
L. G. Moses, and Dr. Joseph F. Byrnes for guidance and support in the completion
of this research. I also thank the local librarians in Midland Public Library for their
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Restaurants play a significant role in the American lifestyle, and dining out is a
favorite social event. For some families, eating out has become a way of life. Everyone
needs to eat and wants to enjoy good food in a pleasant environment. In addition, this is
where romance starts, business is conducted, and people socialize. As a Washington Post
food critic summed up, “Restaurants are one of the primary ways we fill our bodies,
occupy our social lives, spend our money, learn about the world and conduct our
business.”1 Since the Great Depression, the restaurant industry has expanded within
American society. In 1929, the United States Census of Retail Trade found eighteen
billions dollars were spent on eating and drinking places out of the total of $295 billions
earned by retail establishments.2 By 2003, the food and service and drinking places
increased to $357.1 billion out of the total of $3,756.7 billion.3 This data suggests that
restaurant establishments fill the streets in every major United States city, and one can
find restaurants even in the remotest small town.
1 Beth Panitz, “Year of the Restaurant: Unwrapping What the Industry Has to Offer,” Washington
Post Restaurant USA 19, (February 1999) 26.
2 U.S. Bureaus of Census, Statistical Abstract of the United.States:1932, No.788, 791.
3 U.S. Bureaus of Census, Statistical Abstract of the United.States:2004-2005, No.1020, 657.
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In every aspect, the business operation of Chinese restaurant resembles a typical
small business that historians have earlier studied in other areas. Like the majority of
small business entrepreneurs, Chinese restaurant owners tend to seek opportunities in the
restaurant industry because of its low-entry requirement and because they have some
personal knowledge of the field. These small restaurant owners typically operate from
one or possibly several locations, and deal in a specialized market. Their ventures are
often undercapitalized, labor intensive, and yield fairly low net worth. Due to these
features, small Chinese restaurants tend to have a short life span, and are likely to fail
when they compete against major restaurant chains. In terms of management, the small
Chinese restaurants are run in a personal way. There are no management layers, and the
owner usually has direct control in the restaurant. Funds flow freely between business
accounts and personal savings. Family members often are the core of the labor force.
Once the founder dies, the business is likely to be closed when there are no children to
inherit it or a new buyer to buy the venture. For small companies in other industries,
adequate investment, specialization combined with flexibility in production and avoid
direct competition with its larger competitor seem to offer the best strategy to survive and





Small businesses attracted less attention from historians for mostly the twentieth
century because most studies focused on understanding the development of big
businesses prior to World War II. Such a phenomenon was understandable at the time
because the rise of big businesses transformed parts of the American business system and
big enterprises were the main engine of the American economy. Nonetheless, there was
always a small group of historians concerned about the development of small businesses
in the United States.
The retail industry attracted much of the early business historians’ attention. In
the 1930s and 1940s, historians like Lewis Atherton, Gerald Carson, and Thomas D.
Clark explored the significant role small country stores played in the nineteenth century
United States. These scholars studied southern country stores because they viewed these
stores as the connecting link between southern farmers, merchants, and manufacturers.
Because the supply of merchandise was vital to business, the shopkeeper was unable to
run his store unless he had business connections and social influences with the local
3
community and beyond.4
In the 1950s, historians occasionally explored small businesses in manufacturing.
Martha Taber wrote about the growth and development of the cutlery industry in the
Connecticut Valley. Taber illustrated the human element in business when she showed
how both entrepreneurship and labor relations played a significant role in maintaining a
competitive edge for a set of companies that dominated the industry from the 1830s until
World War II. In 1956, Theodore Marburg looked at a single firm in the brass-fabricating
industry in Waterbury, Connecticut. Marburg divided his book into four periods, which
covered the lifespan of the Smith and Griggs Co. The initiative to stay ahead of
competition, able management, and good business connections guided the company
through a period of expansion until about 1907. The firm declined after 1908, and
eventually went out of business in 1936 when the next generation of management let the
early success factors erode.5
There was a reemergence of interest in the history of small businesses in the
1970s and early 1980s. Topics related to small enterprises extended into new areas. Some
historians investigated the dynamics of business operations; others studied what
contributions small ventures made to the economy. Mansel G. Blackford’s two
publications about Southern Alaska and Central Ohio were valuable contribution to the
regional studies of the development of small businesses. In these studies, Blackford found
that the growth and the failure of small enterprises depended on many factors. It
4 Lewis E. Atherton, The Southern Country Store, 1800-1860 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1949); Thomas D. Clark, Pills, Petticoats and Plows: The Southern Country Store
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1944); Gerald Carson, The Old Country Store (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1954).
5 Martha Taber, History of the Cutlery Industry in the Connecticut Valley (Northampton, Ma:
Smith College Studies in History, 1955), Theodore Marburg, Small Business in Brass-Manufacturing: The
Smith and Griggs Co. of Waterbury (New York: New York University Press, 1956).
4
remained possible for small and medium size companies to succeed, but the odds against
such success were extensive, and luck often played an important element. Philip Scranton
and John N. Ingham showed the advantages and the limitations of small enterprises. Both
authors concluded that small firms successfully competed with larger firms when small
companies continued developed market niches, remained flexible in production
techniques, were staffed with skilled labor, and maintain able management. Conversely,
the erosion of these factors or the expansion of larger firms eventually led to the demise
of many of the smaller firms.6
Social scientists continue to contribute our understanding of the development of
small minority-owned businesses in the United States. Sociologists who studied ethnic
businesses tried to identify the characteristics of African Americans in small businesses
and what kind of difficulties they encountered during the start-up period. Joseph Pierce’s
pioneering study of small ethnic enterprises basically set the standard for later
sociologists. In 1944, Pierce conducted a survey of 3,866 service and retail businesses
owned and operated by African Americans in twelve cities where there was a majority
African-American population. Based upon his data, Pierce showed that small African-
American businesses faced exceptional difficulties and hazards compared to their white
counterparts, because African-American entrepreneurs and their employees lacked the
formal business training and the capital necessary for operation. Pierce used his study of
small African-American businesses as an example to show the need to rethink business
6 Mansel G. Blackford, A Portrait Cast in Steel: Buckeye International and Columbus, Ohio,
1881-1980 (Westport, CT.: Greenwood Press, 1982), Pioneering in Modern Small Business: Wakefield
Seafoods and the Alaskan frontier (Greenwich, CT. : Jai Press, 1979); Philip Scranton, Figured Tapestry:
Production, Markets, and Power in Philadelphia Textiles, 1885-1941 (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1989); John N. Ingham, Making Iron and Steel: Independent Mills in Pittsburgh (Columbus: Ohio
State University Press, 1991).
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philosophy and business programs within the African-American community. The
shortcomings of African-American businesses mentioned in his work simulated new
interest in the study of ethnic business in the United States.7
Divertization into minority-owned enterprises became more widespread after
1965 when more immigrants came to the United States because of the changes made in
the immigration policies. Among the new immigrant groups, Asians had the highest rate
of population growth of any minority group; the number of Asian immigrants who
entered the United States after 1965 increased by approximately 80 percent. The
American public knew little about the new Asian immigrants. It became apparent that this
growing Asian population would contribute to the evolution of American culture. For this
reason, social scientists went beyond the analysis of African Americans and extended the
study of minority-owned enterprises to other ethnic groups. Ivan H. Light’s work is
particular noteworthy because he raised many interesting research topics for later
scholars to explore. Light compared the experience of three groups in business, showing
that cultural backgrounds and conditions played a significant role in successful operation.
He addressed the subject of discrimination as a factor that motivated minority groups to
engage in self-employment; he pointed out self-employed businesses offered both
economic opportunities and social mobility for minorities. His studies also tried to
explain the reason why African Americans were less successful in business compared to
Chinese and Japanese. He believed it was due to the “rotating credit association,” which
exists among the Chinese and the Japanese communities, but not in African-Americans
communities. While social scientists followed Light’s approach in seeking why there
7 Joseph A. Pierce, Negro Business and Business Education (New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1947), 33-40.
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were differences among various ethnic groups in their economic adaptations to American
society, other social scientists investigated how the socioeconomic adaptations of
particular ethnic groups vary in different regions. Social scientists have thereby been
attracted to states that have a diverse population or a large concentration of certain ethnic
groups.8
A few scholars who study Chinese restaurant enterprises suggest that the
existence of Chinese restaurants in the United States helps promote cultural interaction
between the Chinese and their host society. Zhang Jie in his dissertation examined the
cultural role of the Chinese restaurant in the United States. He suggests that the Chinese
restaurant is not simply a business establishment but a social institution that transformed
the social identity and of Chinese immigrants as they became a part of American society.
Others explore the connection between culture and architecture of Chinese restaurants.
Tonia Chao’s dissertation shows that the architectural evolution of Chinese restaurants in
San Francisco from 1849 to 1984 was a product of cross-cultural interaction over time.
Her researched demonstrates that the history of Chinese restaurants experienced three
separate periods, and each period reflected certain cultural values and beliefs that serve as
the landmark of the long process of socioeconomic adaptation in the United States
society. Lu Tzu-Ching’s dissertation is an analysis of Chinese restaurants in Kansas City.
Written in two volumes, his work tries to provide both a description and an explanation
of how the majority of Chinese restaurants in Kansas City operate. Focusing on Chinese
restaurant entrepreneurship as one dimension of economic incorporation, his dissertation
seeks to illuminate how the study of the Chinese restaurant fits into some conceptual
8 Ivan H. Light, Ethnic enterprise in America; business and welfare among Chinese, Japanese,
and Blacks (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972). 
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models utilized in previous social science literature that dealt with the small businesses of
immigrants in the United States.9
Midland was the focus of this study for the following reasons. First, Chinese
entrepreneurship in the restaurant business at Midland is worthy to investigate because of
its demographic and geographical location. Geographically, Midland is an isolated city in
the Permian Basin. Its estimated population is around ten thousand. The closest
metropolitan areas are about three hundred miles away in every direction, and the nearest
major Chinese community is approximately 560 miles away in Houston. For these
reasons, what attracted the Chinese restaurateurs to open restaurants in a small isolated
town is an interesting question to explore. In the past three decades, only an article by
Edward J. M. Rhoads, “The Chinese in Texas,” has dealt with the subject of Chinese
immigrant history in Texas. Mainly describing the livelihood of early Chinese
immigrants and their communities, the article only provides a general survey for
understanding the history of Chinese immigrants in the region.10
What happened and what is happening to the Chinese restaurants in Midland
offers a chance to comprehend changes in one specific ethnic business over time. The
stories of success, failure, and difficulties Chinese restaurateurs faced and the solutions
they devised to bridge obstacles provide a means to understand Chinese cultural and
economic adaptation to culture in the United States.
9 Zhang Jie, “Transplanting identity: A study of Chinese immigrants and the
Chinese restaurant business,” Ph.D. diss., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale 1999; Tonia
Chao, “Communicating Through Architecture: San Francisco Chinese Restaurants As
Cultural Intersections, 1849-1984,” Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley 1985, and Lu
Tzu-Ching, “Ethnic Enterprise in the Kansas City Metropolitan Area: The Chinese
restaurant business,” Ph.D. diss., University of Kansas 1990.






It was 1882 when the first settlers began to settle around Midland. White men
knew the about the area from Captain R.B Marcy’s expedition in 1849. Before the Civil
War, Texas was an unattractive place to setters, because their impressions of the new
territory were little more than wilderness, controlled by the Indians. News of Indians
raiding on white settlements was common and fighting between the Texans and the
Indians prevented a major migration. Shortly after the Civil War when meat was in great
demand in the East, ranching began to attract people to settle in the region. Cattle and
buffalo were around for several hundred years before the Marcy expedition, but only the
Indians saw cattle and the buffalo as an important resource until the cowboys began to
make a comfortable living by driving cattle to established markets. On average, one head
of cattle could sell as high as thirty-eight dollars, with an expense of two dollars per head.
It was because the cattle business was profitable that others soon followed the business,
which brought investment and settlers to the region. Therefore, in the late nineteenth
century, it was the cattle industry that gave life to the Midland area.11
11 John H. Griffin, Land of the High Sky (Midland, Tx: The First National Bank of Midland, 1954),
53.
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The cattle industry gave birth to the Midland area, but it was the Texas & Pacific
Railroad that enabled it to grow. Because of the railroad, a number of surrounding
communities experienced rapid growth, including Abilene, Colorado (Texas), Big Spring,
and Pecos. Among these communities, Midway Station-----a point designated by the
Texas & Pacific Railroad that was halfway between Ft. Worth and El Paso was more
attractive to passing travelers because of its appealing railroad platform. In March 25,
1885, Midland County was formally organized from Tom Green County (San Angelo),
and the community changed its name from Midway to Midland after its first city officials
learned that another community in Texas had the same name. In the next two decades, the
little cowboy town continued to grow because it served as the transportation center for
surrounding communities. However, drought and agricultural depression in the 1920s
reduced the population to only 1,795. When the future of the community seemed
uncertain, it was another new industry that transformed the community into a booming
town in West Texas.12
That new industry was oil. The oil industry saved Midland, and turned it into one
of the fastest growing communities in Texas. Since 1916, oil companies sent their
geologists in search for oil in the Permian Basin. In the following years, exciting news of
oil discovery led Samuel D. Meyers from the Permian Basin Newspaper to write that
“the Permian Basin will become one of the great oil provinces of the world.13” With
major oil discoveries in the surrounding region, many oil companies began to establish
headquarters in Midland due to its easy access to communication. Because of oil, the
12 Bill Modisett, Historic Midland: An Illustrated History of Midland County (Midland, Tx: The
First National Bank of Midland, 1998), 46.
13 Ibid.,25.
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little cowboy town became a commercial hub for the nearby booming areas.
However, the boom period did not last. Like other industries at the time, the oil
industry suffered from overproduction. Oil prices at one time dropped to ten cents per
barrel; many small companies went bankrupt. Those that did not became bankrupt stayed
open by reducing staffs and cutting wages. In difficulties of the 1920s, Midland seemed
just like her sister town Odessa: ‘it became a transient town, a place to come to and make
money when the boom was on and then get as far away from as possible with the
inevitable setting of the bust.14’
But what Bissinger writes about Odessa only happened to Midland briefly. With
the United States involvement in World War II, Midland revived once again when the
government demanded oil. In addition, Midland became the site for the Army Air Force
Bombardier Training School as part of the war effort. Initially, the Army invested more
than five million dollars in 1941 and 1942 in building the airfield and other facilities,
which opened in February 1942. Unforeseen by anyone at the time, the facilities not only
exceeded expectations in providing personal for the air force, but it also became an
important facility for the development of Midland when the war was over. The original
airfield, which later underwent several expansions, became Midland International
Airport. When more oil was discovered within Midland County during the late 1950s,
Midland grew again to become a city with a population around sixty thousand people.
While the Civil Rights Movement and the Vietnam War occupied the national headlines,
the local newspaper Midland Reporter Telegram filled the front page with news about oil
and rodeos. By the 1980s, when the oil industry was in decline, Midland suffered a
14 Henry G. Bissinger, Friday night lights: a town, a team, and a dream (New York:
HarperPerennial, 1991), 121.
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slower growth, but the recession that many residents expected did not last. In a short
period of time, the city recovered from the recession and lowered its taxes to attract other
types of industries. By the 1990s, many major retailing companies opened their stores in
Midland, which made the town a shopping center for the surrounding region. Today, the
population of Midland is over ten thousand, and with an international airport, Midland is
not only the arrival and departure point for the region, but also a commercial hub of the
surrounding towns and communities.15




BLACKGROUND OF THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY
Ethnic groups, especially immigrant minorities engaged in the restaurant industry,
are one of the reasons why the industry experienced a rapid growth. There are several
reasons why immigrant minorities tend to go into the restaurant business. First, opening a
restaurant does not require a large capital investment. There is no expensive equipment
involved except the building. In addition, the required investment can be reduced when
restaurateurs are in partnership. Second, the restaurant business is a self-employed trade
in which the restaurateur is not working for someone else. If successful, the venture
allows for social mobility and wealth. Finally, there is a demand for ethnic cuisine in the
United States because of the size of the ethnic populations especially in the metropolitan
areas.
Different from a factory which is a production unit and different from the retail
store which is solely a service unit, the restaurant is a combination of the two. Within the
kitchen, food is processed and cooked into a perishable product for immediate sale.
Success in the restaurant business requires a detailed management of food supplies, a
consistent offering of good food at reasonable prices and prompts response to customers’
13
demands.
There are three categories of restaurants within the industry. There are the fast
food, the intermediate, and the full service restaurant. Each type of restaurant uses
different production processes and uses different worker groups.
The fast food restaurant has been the fastest growing segment of the industry
since the 1970s. Fast food chains such as McDonald’s, Burger King, and Wendy’s owe
their success to low prices, fast service, and advertising. These franchises are able to
lower their cost because their menu is simple, and therefore, fewer ingredients to
purchase. Another reason for their success is that fast food restaurants have less labor
cost. Fast food workers do not need specialized skills to handle their tasks such as food
preparation and cooking. Most of these procedures are done by highly specialized
machinery, which eliminates the need for skilled workers. Teenagers are the primary
work force in this type of restaurant because none of the jobs are specialized.
Different from the fast food restaurant, intermediate restaurants have table service
for its customers, and the menu is more extensive than the fast food restaurant. Places
like Outback, Redlobster, and Chili’s represent this type of restaurant. They have a
limited number of items on their menu, and they rely on their specialty items to attract
customers. Because the meals served by this type of restaurant are more complex than the
fast food restaurants, workers need more than a few hours to learn the skills to required
handle their tasks. However, due to the casual atmosphere, which is another characteristic
of intermediate restaurant, well-developed cooking and serving skills that predominate in
the full-service restaurant are not required.
In the United States, full table service and a complete menu characterize full-
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service restaurants. Usually possessing a decorated atmosphere, customers can order a
wide range of dishes that require developed and specialized cooking skills, and are waited
upon by the well-trained waiters or waitresses. Within the kitchen, unskilled or semi-
skilled workers prepare raw food, which is then cooked by the chef who is usually the
most skillful worker in the restaurant; the meal is finally served by waiters or waitresses.
To ensure customers are treated with the best food quality and service, the prices are
expensive due to the high labor and food costs.16
While there are many types of restaurants in the United States, the majority of
them are small business and family-owned. There are many definitions of what is
considered as small business, but generally the business is considered small when the
owner is capable of maintaining direct communication with his work force, including
managers and key personnel. In many cases, a typical small restaurant is under-funded
during the startup period, and it might take years to become profitable. For this reason, a
small restaurant would only have five to ten workers. Quite often, there is little division
of labor, which means that everyone including the owner could be working as cook,
waiters, and dishwashers. At the management level, the owner keeps track of everything,
and frequently is called to do manual labor. To survive the startup period, small
restaurant owners usually receive help from children and members of the extended family
who would work at low or no wages when needed. This is definitely an advantage and a
common scenario for small ethnic restaurants, but by no means is it the only reason why
small restaurants succeed.
Chinese restaurants have been in the United States since the mid-nineteenth
16 Wallance L. Rande, Introduction to Professional Foodservice (New York: John Wiley &Sons,
Inc, 1996), 11-14.
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century. In the pioneering days, restaurant establishments were one type of many stores
within the Chinese community. At first, members within the community were the only
customers, but as owners noticed that American actually liked Chinese food, they
gradually catered to American customers. After World War II, many Chinese restaurants
began to appear in major cities besides the traditional Chinatown of San Francisco and
New York, owing to American curiosity about Chinese food. Before Chinese cook books
were available, one of the mysteries about Chinese food was its taste. Americans, who
knew little about cooking, understood that a mixture of certain ingredients gives off
certain aromas and tastes. But what puzzled American was how a change of cooking style
and the use of special techniques could make a dish possess contrasting tastes and
textures. A popular American dish grilled steak could become a popular Chinese dish of
broccoli beef if the steak is not grilled in a whole piece but stir-fryed in pieces in a wok
with broccoli. However, this is just one of many styles of Chinese cooking. In general,
there are four styles of Chinese cuisine feature in the United States today.17
The cooking style mentioned above belongs to the Cantonese style, which is the
Chinese method most familiar to American. Cantonese style was the earliest cooking
style introduced to the American public because the earliest Chinese immigrants were
from Canton Province. Later immigrants helped popularize this style when entrepreneurs
from the Canton Province and Hong Kong continued to migrate and open restaurants in
the United States after 1965. Cantonese style is famous for stir-frying, steaming, and
roasting a wide variety of meats, poultry, and seafood, and its subtle use of sauces to
create various dishes.
17 Pan Lynn, Sons of the Yellow Emperor : A History of the Chinese Diaspora (Boston: Little
Brown, 1990), p.333-337
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Mandarin style is the most refined Chinese cuisine from the region around
Beijing. It was considered the best style because the finest chiefs were recruited to create
dishes for the court and imperial banquets of the Mandarins. When China was no longer
an imperial state, Mandarin cooking began to spread into the public. Today, the style is
modified so that it is more simplistic for the common people, but it is still noted for its
subtlety and sophistication.
Hunan and Szechwan style are known for their hot and spicy dishes. They are the
only two major cooking schools that specialize in using spices and peppers. The appeal of
Hunan and Szechwan dishes are not as attractive when compared to other Chinese
cuisines, but people often fell in love with its intriguing flavor combinations. Over the
years, the taste and the appeal of Hunan and Szechwan dishes have been modified to
accommodate western tastes.
The Shanghai style is the most sophisticated cuisine from the Eastern provinces of
China. The liberal use of soy sauce combined with sugar to sweeten dishes is the
signature of this style of cooking. Another feature of Shanghai style is called “red
cooking”, a cooking process that simmers meat in dark soy sauce, imparting a reddish
tinge to the meat. As a result, the flavor is soaked into the meat creating a taste without
using extra sauce poured on the final product.18
One can learn each of these cooking styles in a Chinese cooking school or learn it
from the master chef in the restaurant. Many recent immigrants who are interested in
being a chef choose the later option because they cannot afford the tuition fee of a
cooking school. In addition, they can earn themselves a salary, a room, and a meal.
18 Lu Tzu-Ching, “Ethnic Enterprise in the Kansas City Metropolitan Area: The
Chinese restaurant business,” Ph.D. diss., University of Kansas 1990. Vol 1, p.230-231
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Apprenticeship in the restaurant is different compared to the formal cooking institution.
An apprenticeship is informal and it is not treated as a formal training program designed
to train a skillful worker. The apprentice is one of the employees in the restaurant, which
means there is no obligation in the master-apprentice relationship. The apprentice can
quit anytime as long as he has given advance notice to the manager. In term of status, the
apprentice is at the bottom of the managerial ladder in the kitchen, and usually receives
less wages than a cook. Outside of the restaurant, the apprentice does not live with their
master and is not required to sacrifice his free time to serve his master. But in reality, all
workers tended to live together and works long hours due to the natural of the restaurant
industry.19
It is under this informal system that many Chinese chefs in the United States
learned their craft. Very often, the task for an entry-level cooks did not involve cooking
at all for a year or two. They started out with the ‘basics’, which is cleaning work areas,
equipment, utensils, dishes, and silverware. Basically, all manual labor in the kitchen is
assign to the entry-level cook to prepare them for the upcoming hardship in the kitchen.
Once the apprentice shows he can handle the ‘basics’, he would become a food
preparation worker, and begin to learn some basic food preparation like peeling and
cutting vegetables, trimming meat, and seasoning. Bigger establishments often have
several chefs and assistant cooks along with food preparation workers. All have their own
station that have the type of equipment and ingredients needed. However, in a smaller
establishment like full service Chinese restaurants, the organizational structure of the
kitchen staff is less formal, and job description is less specific, so that it is common to see
food preparation workers perform tasks that are usually assigned to the assistant cooks,
19 Ibid, p.310-315
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such as readying ingredients for complex dishes, getting pots and pans, and composing
side dishes under the direction of chefs. As the assistant cook becomes more skillful, he
would automatically become a chef himself once he hires out as a chef or opens his own
restaurant. The responsibility of chef includes coordinating the work of the kitchen staff
and directing the preparation of meals. In the kitchen, the chef cooks dishes according to
his own recipe, and determines the presentation of meals according to the menu. In
addition, the chef is also responsible for kitchen operation and ordering food supplies for
the restaurant.20
People may find it hard to distinguish each cooking style in Chinese restaurant
today because a high transfer rate of kitchen staff and the taste of the American public
has made the cooking of Chinese food in the United States more universal than before.
The name may give hint of the style each restaurant features, but it is the same dishes
appear on the menus, and there are not any significant differences in the soups and sauces
each restaurant provides. Therefore, customers basically have certain expectation about
Chinese foods, and restaurateurs typically include the most popular dishes from each
style for the menu.
To show the Chinese entrepreneurship in restaurant industry, access to individual
restaurants is essential. Currently, Midland has three full-service and five limited service
Chinese restaurants. A narrative of the three full-service restaurants will lead toward a
suggestive portrait of Chinese entrepreneurship in Midland when the first Chinese





Three Chinese founded Blue Star Inn in 1952. Their names were Joe Chung,
Richard Yee, and Joe Jot. The three men were not brothers, but they were best friends
who decided to open a Chinese restaurant in Midland. They were able to foster such
friendship was because they shared a similar cultural background and worked at the
Dallas area where there were not many Chinese around at the time. All three of the
founders were second generation Chinese immigrants in the United States. They spoke
fluent English and maintained attentive to Chinese cultural values. All three men were
former chefs who worked at other Chinese restaurants before they opened their own.21
Richard Yee was born in Taishan, China. When he was fourteen years old, he
came to the United States as an immigrant after finishing junior high school in
Guangzhou. Like many new immigrants, Richard knew little English, and he lived with
his father. Throughout his teenage years, Richard worked as a dishwasher and assistant
cook in his father’s restaurant in Minnesota. As a principle heir of his father’s share,
Richard prepared himself to manage the restaurant someday, but when the United States
21 Alan Yee, Interview by author, tape recording, 2 cassettes, Midland, Tx., 15 June 2005, 1: side
A.
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entered World War II, he left the management to his uncle and he joined the military as a
cook. When he returned after the war, the volume of sales was in decline due to
mismanagement and competition. After considering other options, he sold his family
share and took the capital to open a Chinese restaurant elsewhere. Through a friend who
was a Chinese cook in Dallas, he knew that the South Central states like Oklahoma and
Texas had fewer Chinese restaurants. Soon, Richard and a friend of his opened a
restaurant together and made moderate profits for a while.22
Like Richard, Joe Jot and Joe Chung each worked in a restaurant. At the time, Joe
Chung was the owner of Blue Star Inn in Ft. Worth; Joe Jot was the cook of another
Chinese restaurant nearby. Also a Chinese immigrant, Joe Chung was a teenager when he
came to the United States. Like Richard, he worked as an apprentice cook in a Chinese
restaurant to learn the craft. During World War II, he joined the navy and served in the
Pacific as a cook. When he came back, he continued to work in the restaurant until he
saved enough money to open his own venture. Richard Yee and Joe Jot shared the same
business strategy, which emphasized food quality, but Joe Chung had other ideas. In Ft.
Worth, he managed his restaurant and emphasized service. In Joe’s opinion, good food
obviously was important to business, but customer relationships were equally vital for a
successful restaurant. A restaurant was not just a place to serve food, but it was a place
where people gathered, socialized, and were entertained. With that philosophy, Joe
initiated conversation with his customers, and greeted them with hospitality. He became
attentive to the decoration of the interior, presentation of dishes, and setting table
attractively. In addition, he spent time on training his waitresses to always greet
customers with smiles, being thoughtful in taking orders, making sure the food arrived to
22 Ibid.
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the correct tables, and fulfilling customer requests until the end of the meal.23
The founders interested in catering Chinese food where there was no other nearby
Chinese restaurants was the primary reason why they chose Midland to open their
restaurant. It was in the 1920s that the town’s population grew significantly as oil was
discovered, first to the south of Midland, and then in several other directions. The oil
boom that peopled the Permian Basin transformed Midland’s economic foundation from
ranching to oil exploration and production. During the boom period which lasted until the
1960s, Midland was the ideal location for management and became headquarters for
many major oil companies. The city was a natural pivot for field activities, and office
buildings and apartments sprung up to house various people that worked in the oil fields.
While Midland’s reputation as a headquarters town for the oil industry grew, so did the
supporting businesses such as restaurants along with it. Despite the fact that Midland was
a booming oil town, there were only a few diners and several American restaurants
before the opening of The Blue Star Inn.24
The Blue Star Inn is a medium size restaurant in terms of building size. A parking
space for fifty cars surrounds the building. There are no oriental designs on the exterior to
make a distinctive identity, only a big sign with The Blue Star Inn written on it. The
interior layout of The Blue Star Inn was a typical large restaurant design. There were two
major sections: one was the dining hall, and the other was the kitchen. Separating the
dining hall and the kitchen was a bus station where waiters and waitresses fix drinks for
the customer. The main wall in the middle of the dining hall physically divided the dining




The Blue Star Inn was between 80 to 100 people. There was more seating in the past, but
the addition of the bar and the grill reduced seating capacity. The location of the
restaurant is in the main residential area where the majority of the people are working
class, and they have provided a large proportion of the customers. For over fifty years,
The Blue Star Inn has been a full-service restaurant emphasizing good service, great
food, friendly atmosphere, and an extensive menu at a reasonable price. Its menu includes
Hamburger, French fries, steaks, Sweet and Sour Chicken, Chow Mein, and various
Chinese dishes. Each main course is served with various side dishes and with salad or
soup of the day, and a basket of rolls. The menu was purposely designed to attract
families and working class customers who craved for great food at affordable prices.
Unlike a typical Chinese restaurant, which only served Chinese cuisine, The Blue Star
Inn offers its customers both Chinese-Americanize cuisine and American cuisine.
Many loyal customers remembered the excitement over the new restaurant in
town despite the fact that the founders inadequately advertised in the newspaper. There
were a few advertisements posted in the local newspaper during the grand opening
month, but the announcement lasted a short period. Thereafter, the founders did not
organize any promotion campaign. The founders’ decision in not to emphasize
promotions did not mean they ignored the importance of advising. Rather, the founders
were convinced by the warm welcoming from the community that they believed the
restaurant’s name was well known in town during the grand opening period. With the big
sign written ‘Blue Star Inn’ surrounded with shining light bulbs, the sign was an easy
object to identify during the daytime, and caught people’s attention at night. What does
the food taste like? How does the new restaurant look? How is the service? Who owns it?
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These were the questions people wondered when they knew a new restaurant came to
town. In the initial months, it was curiosity that attracted people to The Blue Star Inn.
Customers did not mind they had to wait for thirty minutes to get a table. Everyone
wanted to eat at The Blue Star Inn so that they could give their own evaluation about the
new restaurant.25 The instant success of the restaurant and good responses from the
customers explained why the founders never organized any promotion campaigns. From
their perspective, advertisement was used to boost sales when business was in decline.
But since the restaurant had a good start, there was no need for advertisements. The most
effective way to promote the restaurant thereafter was through creditability, which means
customers informed their friends about The Blue Star Inn instead of through the media.
The advantage of this method was its low-cost even through it was not a consistent
promotion method. The idea worked once people were convinced that The Blue Star Inn
was a great place to eat. Furthermore, the fact that Midland was a small town and the
restaurant noticeable location eliminated the need for elaborate promotion campaigns.26
At the beginning, cutting operating cost was the restaurant’s first concern. One
way to lower operation costs was cheap labor; the founders of The Blue Star Inn and their
family members took many essential positions in the restaurant instead of hiring help.
Labor costs could represent one-half of the operation expenses depending on the degree
of service provided in a full-service restaurant. The founders of The Blue Star Inn needed
at least one head cook for Chinese food, one head cook for American food, and several
cooking assistants to operate the kitchen. In addition, several waiters and waitress,
coordinator of the waitpersons, and a person responsible for the counter were necessary
25 Blue Star Inn’s customers, interview by author, tape recording, Midland, Tx., 15-25 June 2005.
26The Blue Star Inn’s customers, Interview by author, tape recording, Midland, Tx., 15-25 June
2005
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in the dining area. These labor expenses were a financial burden when the owners of the
Blue Star Inn started operations. To cut labor cost, Joe Jot and Richard Yee worked in the
kitchen together, and Joe Chung was in charge of the front-counter. Meanwhile, the three
founders’ family members filled the positions of the waitpersons and the supporting staff
positions in the kitchen. Instead of relying on their food supplier, The Blue Star Inn made
home-made items such as dinner roll, pies, salad dressing, and various daily products.
These extra items not only aimed to cut food cost, but the founders believed the quality of
their homemade items were fresher and better quality than the ready-made items ordered
from the supplier.27
However, the volume of sales decreased when customers were no longer curious
about the new restaurant. In response, Joe Chung suggested that they build a grill-stand
that specialized in making grilled dishes in front of the customer. That idea turned out to
be the turning point of the restaurant as the grill-stand not only attracted more clientele,
but left a great impression on regular customers especially when the smell of the grilled
dishes filled the entire dining room. Soon, customer attendance would be the least
concern for the founders as The Blue Star Inn emerged as one of the most popular
restaurants in town. By the 1960s, the restaurant had paid off its building payments, and
was generating moderate profits for the founders.28
For about thirty years, the ownership and operation of The Blue Star Inn had been
equally divided between the three founders. In theory, the managerial duties were shared
by the three founders, but in practice, Joe Chung emerged as the leader of the group. Joe
earned the respect and trust from his partners because of his years of successful




management that made The Blue Star Inn a profitable venture. Beside the fact that Joe
was a good bookkeeper in the office, he was also a charming manager in maintaining
good public relations with customers. While some restaurants gave customers impersonal
service, Joe Chung made sure each of his customers received personal attention. When
regular customers passed through the front door, Joe dressed in a suit greeted his guests
by name with smiles and did his best to look thrilled to welcome the clientele. In the
front-counter area, Joe always initiated a conversation with his customers to keep them
entertained while they were waiting for a table or when they were paying the bill. There
was much to talk about when Joe was talking with the regular customer. But even Joe did
not know his customers by name, he would do his best to greet them in a polite manner.
Joe loved children, and therefore, children often received Joe’s special treatment
whenever they came to the restaurant with their parents. Joe’s enthusiasm definitely left
an impression on his guests. Regular customers felt other restaurants were just as good as
The Blue Star Inn when the food quality and service were compared. Yet, The Blue Star
inn was always the best restaurant, because Joe and the other employees were able to
create a pleasant and an enjoyable dinning environment for family diners.29
Despite the restaurant’s success in establishing its marketing position in town, the
founders had not thought about expanding their business operation. Unwillingness to take
the risk of starting a new restaurant and possible management problems led by expansion
were the main reasons The Blue Star Inn did not expand. To the founders, a second
restaurant meant funding additional capital, and labor; but most importantly the new
restaurant would complicate operation and divert resources from The Blue Star Inn.
Instead of dividing their resources to open another Blue Star Inn, the founders wanted to
29 Yee, Interview by author, 2: side A
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concentrate their effort on one restaurant. For that reason, the business operation of the
Blue Star Inn never expanded to other locations. Instead, its operation expanded
internally when its labor force increased to about thirty plus employees during the oil
boom period.30
In the late 1970s to early 1980s, there were a few personnel changes occurred in
the restaurant. Health conditions and the onset of age required Joe Chung and Richard
Yee to consider retirement. When Richard died in 1976, he left his part of the share to his
wife and daughter Betty as an inheritance. In name, Betty Yee and her mother hold the
share of The Blue Star Inn, but it was Betty’s husband Ronny Gee that made use of this
share to utilize in decision making for the restaurant. Ronny was an experienced chef in
Canada before he joined The Blue Star Inn in 1968. As Richard’s son in-law, Ronny
helped Richard manage the kitchen even through he never finished high school. An
easygoing man, Ronny has been working in Chinese restaurants for over thirty years. At
the beginning, he started as an apprentice and worked his way to become chef. Because
of his experience, he was capable of making quick adjustments in production of each
dish, and able to modify old dishes when needed.31 As for Joe Chung’s share, he had put
his for sell for $200,000 including the ownership of the business and the building. After
some negotiations with possible buyers, Joe sold his part of the share to Richard Yee’s
son Alan for a total of $230,000 in 1982. In the contact, Alan paid $90,000 as down
payment, and paid the remaining amount in installments at thirteen percent interest a year
with a negotiable monthly payment.32
Alan Yee was born in Canton, China in 1947. He received his secondary




education in Hong Kong and went to Taipei University at Taipei and majored in physical
education. He was a high school coach in Hong Kong before he moved to the United
States with his wife in the early 1970s. Alan wanted to utilize his language skills in San
Francisco, as he was fluent in English, Cantonese, Mandarin Chinese, and Taishanese.
However, he was unable to start a career as an interpreter because the United States.
Employers did not recognize his education in Taiwan and his work experiences in Hong
Kong. Between 1974 and 1976, Allen was one of the chefs in The Blue Star Inn when his
father asked for his help. He left The Blue Star Inn that year to start his own café
restaurant named Green’s several blocks away and also invested in a motel. He came
back in 1982, when he partnered with his brother-in law Ronny after he bought Joe
Chung’s share. Since then, The Blue Star Inn has been the Yee’s family business when
Joe Jot retired several years later.33
The changes of ownership did not affect the operation of The Blue Star Inn as the
new owners continued to manage the restaurant without any major changes. Alan
continued to focus on management at the front counter while Ronny managed the
operation of the kitchen. Family members of the two men continued to fill other key
positions and left the rest of the vacancies to outsiders. To the regular customers, the
service and the food quality of The Blue Star Inn remained the same except Alan was the
one who greeted them at the front door instead of Joe Chung.
A year after the takeover, Alan and Ronny began to face a problem that had not
been an issue for The Blue Star Inn for thirty years. That problem was source of new
patronage― it was a common problem for any small restaurant. In the past, Midland was
the workplace for commuters in the region because of the booming oil industry. But
33 Yee, Interview by author, 2: side A.
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when the industry was in a down cycle during the early 1980s, this segment of the people
disappeared along with the oil companies that they worked for. The Blue Star Inn also
lost its good location when the Mayor of Midland Ernest Angelo, Jr. implemented many
policies in hopes of reviving the town’s economy. During his eight-year tenure, Angelo
initiated the construction of Loop 250, which was a closer route to Highway I-20, and the
building of numerous shopping centers around the town. On the surface, the project was
beneficial to The Blue Star Inn because the proposed Loop and those newly developed
areas eventually made Midland a regional shopping center. However, Midland Park Mall,
which was the most popular mall among a group of newly constructed shopping centers,
was located on the other side of the town; if shoppers wanted to go to The Blue Star Inn,
they had to drive approximately fifteen minutes to get to the restaurant. As a result, The
Blue Star Inn failed to entice this new group of potential customers and only a few
shoppers knew the existence of The Blue Star Inn.34
While The Blue Star Inn struggled to entice new customers, Alan and Ronny
found that it was equally difficult to please the regular customers. That was because the
upcoming years marked the beginning of fierce competition in the restaurant industry in
Midland. As mentioned before, the city constructed numerous shopping centers to attract
and promote the retailing industry as part of the city economic measures to diversify its
economy. As a result, new retail chains and new restaurants rapidly filled the town’s
shopping centers. Among the new restaurants opened that decade, three were three full-
service Chinese-American restaurants and several fast-food type Chinese restaurants. Not
only had each of these restaurants introduced a new concept, but also featured a new type
of Chinese cuisine that included all the popular dishes from each cooking style. As a
34 Modisett, Historic Midland, 71.
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result, these new Chinese-American restaurants shared the Chinese cuisine market that
was once dominated by The Blue Star Inn. The appearance of new dishes in the market
eventually made the old menus unsatisfactory to the current patrons.35
By 1983, with about $80,000 in sales monthly, the business of The Blue Star Inn
was in decline compared to the past. But while the volume of sales was dropping
gradually, the yearly sales performance of the restaurant at this point was still profit
enough to provide employment for its thirty plus employees at a pay rate of five to six
hundred dollars for chef per month and a moderate salary for Alan and Ronny at about
$1,700 each. In an attempt to boost sales, Alan refurnished the interior with new carpet,
furniture and constructed a bar. He also added several popular dishes on the menu, and
began to sell alcohol along with the dinner menu, which made The Blue Star Inn the only
Chinese restaurants that sold cocktails to customers.36
However, these measures did not improve sales as the business shown no signs of
improvement. Sales continued to drop gradually throughout the 1990s, and Alan and
Ronny were forced to cut their labor force to break even. Chefs were the first ones laid
off because of their high salaries; then the rest of the kitchen staff was reduced.
Waitresses left voluntarily simply because they could not earn enough from tips. As a
result, a business that once employed thirty plus people was cut to less than ten, and the
majority of those working came from the owners and their family members. Today, with
an approximate twenty-three thousand dollars in sales monthly, The Blue Star Inn is able
to break even simply because of its low operation expenses. “This restaurant would have
been closed years ago if we had to pay rent. Its stays open because we can live off the
35 Yee, interview by author, 2: side B.
36Ibid.
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ANALYSIS OF THE BLUE STAR INN CASE: REASON OF SUCEESS AND
DECLINE
Americans like to dine at Chinese restaurants in addition to Italian and Mexican
restaurants. Chinese restaurants became part of the American landscape with the arrival
of the first group of Chinese immigrants in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Chinese food was not well known to the American public because early Chinese
restaurants served dishes that were different from American tastes. Restaurateurs began
to open restaurants offering Amercianized versions of Chinese food when American
tastes became exposed to Asian cuisine after World War II. The new cooking style was
significant because the new type of Chinese-Americanized restaurants did better than the
older Chinese restaurants.
Following this trend, being the first restaurant that served Chinese-Americanized
food, definitely gave The Blue Star Inn a competitive niche to compete against the
established American restaurants in town. During the 1950s and 1960s, The Blue Star Inn
had a successful concept that exploited the growing cosmopolitan taste of Americans and
their curiosity for Asian cuisine. The Chinese-Americanize cuisine was a new type o
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cooking style created for Western tastes. It first appeared in the late nineteenth century
when Chinese restaurateurs modified their traditional recipes to cater to American
customers. The cuisine tends to emphasize meat over vegetables while the traditional
cuisine emphasizes vegetables over meat. The Americanize version is cooked in Chinese
cooking style, but it uses western ingredients and a mixture of Chinese and western
seasoning to create a taste that Americans like. By selling this type of specialized Chinese
cuisine; The Blue Star Inn thrived by filling niches in the Midland restaurant industry.
Throughout the next decade, the restaurant has benefited from the growing taste for
inexpensive, delightful, and unique cuisine. Customers selected a Chinese dish from the
menu and then had the choice of an American or Chinese side-dish to accompany the
main course. Once the customers chose one dish on the menu and were satisfied with its
taste, they would frequently come back for the same dish. Because of this lasting
impression of Chinese-Americanize cuisine The Blue Star Inn was able to attract
customers in its early years when the restaurant served a familiar type of food that the
American liked, and a taste that they craved on a consistent basis.38
The early success of The Blue Star Inn also lay in its emphasis on catering to local
tastes and customs at an affordable price. Causal dining environment, reasonable prices,
and a menu that fit all ages were the characteristic of family-style service designed to
improve appealing to the family-oriented community. There was no dress code and
customers were not subject to extra expenses. In an attempt to accommodate different
tastes, American items were on the menu along with the Chinese dishes. At the end, it
was the price that mattered. “Compared to other restaurants in town, The Blue Star Inn is
38 Blue Star Inn’s customers, Interview by author, tape recording, Midland, Tx., 15-25 June 2005.
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reasonable. And I believe it remains this way for a long time” one of the customers said.39
Maintaining good public relations with customers is always the most fundamental
principle in the restaurant industry, especially in a small community where reputation and
credibility matter. The probable downside of family-style service is that customers
receive less personal attention but Joe Chung solved the problem by personal charms by
being extra attentive to his customers.40
It was the combination of good location, and the size of the restaurant that made
The Blue Star Inn a successful venture from the start despite a lack of promotion efforts.
The Blue Star Inn is located at one of the eastern blocks on Wall Street, a street that led
travelers to Interstate 20 on the east side of town and also to the down town area from the
west. Travelers could take Wall Street directly to I-20 until the city constructed Loop
250 in the 1970s. There was a movie theater several blocks away that was one of the
favorite places for the locals. During the 1950s and 1960s, the restaurant was only five
minutes driving distance from the main residential area where the majority of the
population lived. While other restaurants were too small for gatherings, The Blue Star Inn
had a party room for guests to hold special events, and enough remaining seats in the
dining room for gathering. This allowed The Blue Star Inn to become a favorite place for
locals in the weekend especially after church services.41
Factors outside of the control of the founders also explain the success of the Blue
Star Inn. The restaurant was fortunate in opening at a time of general prosperity in
Midland. Because of the oil boom, Midlanders could afford to dine out more often. As





Chinese restaurants around, capable of commanding a premium market price.42
Increased competition and changing demographics of the area in hindered The
Blue Star Inn’s success. As mention before, the oil industry was the core of the Midland’s
economy since the early twentieth century. To buttress against the repeated cycles of the
past when the economy was shaken by upheavals in the petroleum industry, there were
serious efforts toward diversifying the economic base. As part of the plan to attract new
industries, the city constructed Loop 250, added shopping centers, and expanded its
airport. By 1980, the city successfully lured more retail chains to fill its shopping centers
and added new land to the industrial area as companies found the southwestern part of the
city agreeable to light manufacturing.43 On the surface, The Blue Inn’s success should
continue because these measures were aimed to improve and broaden the local economy.
But in reality, it redirected the city proper toward the southwestern part of the city, and
encouraged competition in the retail industry. For example, Loop 250 which was the new
route to Interstate 20 reduced The Blue Star Inn commuter customers, and the effect of
additional shopping centers and new apartments enticed incoming residents to settle in
the newly developed part of the town which is far away from the location of the
restaurant.44
The current owners’ failure to develop a new restaurant concept that fit with the
changing markets and economic conditions were another reason that caused The Blue
Star Inn to decline. While other restaurants incorporated many new ideas and concepts to
entice customers of all ages, the appeal of The Blue Star Inn experienced changed little
42 Ibid
43 Chamber of Commerce Midland, Tx, Profiles of Midland, (Midland, Tx: The First National
Bank of Midland, 1982) p.129
44Yee, interview by author, 2: side B.
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over three decades. Since 1952, the owners never remodeled or redecorated the interior.
The theme and decoration of the restaurant remained the same. Although there were new
dishes added to the menu, the surrounding dinning environment remained unchanged. As
a result, a good portion of the current business is from the elderly who had been regular
customers for years. This gave a negative appealing to younger customers who were
predominantly professional and more attracted to other cheerful and exciting restaurant
concepts.45
Finally, the lack of capital and foresight from the aging management handicapped
the growth of The Blue Star Inn. For example, ideas such as making cocktails available to
customers increased the restaurant’s sales for a short period; however, the owners closed
the bar after seven years of operation because accounting and inventory control were too
much for Alan to handle. Alan explained how age affected his managing the bar. “It’s a
lot of pressure and time consuming to keep up the accounts. If we are careless about it,
we might get ourselves into legal problems. I don’t want to do it anymore because I plan
to retire in a couple of years. I don’t want to deal with the legal problems during my
retirement.46” A conservative mentality definitely characterized Alan and Ronny’s
business vision and prevented them from making the capital investment in remodeling or
opening another restaurant. When the city proper was shifting away from the location of
the restaurant, what Alan and Ronny should have done was to have either remodeled the
restaurant to enticed new customers or expanded the business to other location; but they
had done none of these things. The major obstacle that prevented them from expanding
the business was the unwillingness of both parties to meet the costs. “Back then, once we
45 From the author own observations.
46 Yee, interview by author, 2: side B.
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failed to borrow money from the bank using the restaurant’s name; there is no more
discussion about expansion. Neither of us had mentioned about putting more money into
the restaurant, because it was too risky and too expensive for us.47”
All businesses resemble a human life cycle-birth, growth, maturity, senescence,
and death; The Blue Star Inn is no exception. The story of The Blue Star Inn shows that
small family-owned Chinese restaurant could succeed and grow into a bigger venture.
But the odds against such success persuaded the founders to settle for a stable monthly
salaries and a moderate profit instead. In a small town where there was no available
Chinese cuisine, The Blue Star Inn was able to carve out its own market by creating
specialized products and services for a market niche. Even with the arrival of restaurant
chains and other Chinese eating-places, The Blue Star Inn survived when the second
generation of owners keeps operation costs to minimum, modified its menu and served
cocktails. In this way, The Blue Star Inn’s owners avoided direct competition with
American restaurant chains while modifying their Chinese-Americanized cuisine.
However, once the owners lost the interest to reinvest and failed to adapt to the changing
market, The Blue Star Inn fell behind the competition. In effect, sale declined and new
customers went to other restaurants. Although changing demographics and increased
competition did affect the restaurant business, insufficient funds and aging management





The Blue Star Inn exemplifies the success and failure of a typical Chinese
restaurant in terms of marketing, management, public relations, and surrounding
economic environment. There are other elements explaining the success and failure of
their restaurants; they consist of the dedication of the owner, contributions from family
members, landlord negotiation, and competition. The story of Hunan Garden, which
involves the Chen family, can reach into those matters where the survival of the
restaurant depends on the hard work of the owners and from his family members.
The Hunan Garden is a small, full-service, family-style Chinese restaurant
located in the shopping plaza across the Midland Park Mall. Midland Park Mall attracts
local and commuter shoppers because of its easy access to Loop 250 which directly takes
shoppers to Interstate 20. The restaurant is one of the businesses inside the plaza with
twenty parking spaces. There are some oriental designs on the exterior--such as the
restaurant sign written with Chinese characters and a pair of Chinese stone statues at the
forefront of the building to make a distinctive identity. There are no divisions of the area
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inside the interior. Customers came into the dining area and are greeted by the hostess as
soon as they pass through the front door. In between the kitchen and the dining hall is a
bus station where waiters and waitresses fix drinks for the customers. In the middle of the
dining area is a buffet table where customers help themselves with over fifteen different
items to choose from.
The head of the Chen family, Michael Fang Chen, founded Human Garden in
1991. Before he came to the United States at the age of twenty-four, Michael was a
marine corporal in the Taiwan military. When the military discharged him from active
duty, he found a job on board an international cargo ship. In October 24th 1981, Michael
became an illegal immigrant when he decided not to go back with his cargo ship during a
stop in one of the United States harbors. For the next several years, Michael lived with
his father in Chicago where he found work at a Chinese restaurant as a cook. After
another several years of hard work, Michael saved enough money to open his own
restaurant in Dallas. Lisa Chen, wife of Michael, worked at the Chinese restaurant when
she first came to the United States as a refugee from Cambodia. She and her entire family
settled at Midland in 1981 as a result of church sponsorship. When Lisa moved to the
United States, she knew little English and received no formal training on how to manage
a business. It was working in The Blue Star Inn as a waitress that she learned how to
speak fluent English and observed the secrets of managing a restaurant. 48
Michael and Lisa opened their own restaurant at a cost of $50,000 when they took
over the business ownership from the previous owner. Half of the amount was from
Michael’s personal saving, and the other half was borrowed from Lisa’s father. Before
48 Michael Chen, Interview by author, tape recording, 2 cassettes, Midland, Tx., 23 June 2005, 1:
side A.
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the buyout, the establishment was a Chinese restaurant named The Imperial Garden
owned by the Lu family from Taiwan. Unlike The Blue Star Inn, The Imperial Garden
did not serve American cuisine. Instead, the restaurant served Chinese-Americanized
cuisine and featured popular Cantonese style of dishes. Michael and Lisa changed only
the name of the restaurant from The Imperial Garden to Human Garden when they took
over the establishment. The reason why the owners took the name Human Garden was
because they wanted a name that would make a mark in Midland; a name that customers
would know the restaurant served Chinese food, and yet the name would not easily be
forgotten in customers’ minds. In addition, Michael and Lisa intentionally preserved the
word ‘Garden’ in the new name to inform clientele that a transition of business ownership
had taken place. Furthermore, Hunan Garden was an appropriate name because Michael’s
best dishes were Hunan style cuisine, and he wanted to promote the Human style of
cooking as the restaurant’s signature. While Michael and Lisa changed the name, they
preserved the previous restaurant concept and the interior decoration. Initially, the new
owners thought that it was unnecessary to make major changes because they did not want
to lose customers who liked the old setting. Moreover, the amount of money required for
introducing a new concept was too burdensome. Fortunately, the restaurant was doing
well in the first three years of operation; Michael and Lisa earned their investment back
in just eighteen months.49
From 1991 to1994, there were five full-time kitchen staff and four part-time
waitresses working at Human Garden. At that time, the core of the labor force was not
filled with family members because the business could afford to hire outsiders. With the
restaurant generating an average of $30,000 dollars per month in sales, labor costs were
49 Ibid.
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not an urgent issue; the venture brought the Chen family approximately $6,000 of profit
per month.50
However, by the late 1990s, there was a restaurant boom along the Loop 250 and
several major restaurant chains had opened their units in the newly constructed shopping
centers. With their brand names, these restaurant chains were offering various restaurant
concepts to diners. Although Chinese restaurant chains were not present in the restaurant
boom, the situation was damaging for all kind of small restaurants who rarely had the
resources to compete. At the beginning of 1994, sales dropped for the Hunan Garden
from $30,000 per month to $21,000 dollars per month. In an attempt to improve sales,
Michael and Lisa decided that the restaurant needed some dramatic changes. About that
time, a new Chinese restaurant concept emerged that featured a super-buffet, and it had
became a popular trend across the country. Instead of ordering the dishes from the menu,
guests served themselves from various dishes presented on specially designed buffet
tables. The idea was to showcase all the popular Chinese-Americanized dishes and a
variety of other ethic dishes to create an impressive exhibit. Customers only had to pay
one price, and they could eat all the food offered on the buffet tables they wished.
Michael and Lisa were attracted to the concept, but lacked the manpower and capital for
the change. Therefore, the restaurant only offered a small buffet table that included ten
different items during lunch time. To reinforce the overall presentation, Lisa replaced
plastic cups and the outdated dinner wares with glass drinking vessels and appropriate
table wares that fit with the restaurant theme. In addition, delivery service was provided
50 Lisa Chen, Interview by author, tape recording, 1 cassettes, Midland, Tx., 25 June 2005, 1: side
A.
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to increase sales volume.51
While it was difficult to compete with franchise restaurants, negotiation with the
landlord was just as troublesome. Ironically, negotiations with the landlord became more
complex on the mall property. Because the location of the restaurant was along Loop 250
and across the Midland Park Mall, land values increased when more major retail stores
and franchise restaurants opened. Michael’s landlord had no other plans for the building,
but continued property development nearby definitely gave the landlord an advantage in
lease negotiation. Meeting the new rent charges seemed impossible, so Michael and Lisa
hoped that someone would come in to buy out the exiting lease; otherwise, they hoped for
some fortunate happenstance that would give them an edge in the next negotiation with
the landlord.52
Today, with sales stabilized at $22,000 per month, Michael and Lisa follow what
the majority of small business owners would do when their business is in survival mode;
they are working extra hours to keep expenses down—notably rent, salaries, and costs. In
practice, that meant eighty to ninety hour workweeks with a salary about seventeen
hundred dollars per month for the couple. It also meant hiring family members who were
flexible in terms of wages and benefits but who would never undermine the business. It
also meant doing everything that needed to be done such as all the cooking and food
preparation in the kitchen, bookkeeping, table services, and dishwashing. In these ways,
Michael and Lisa cut labor costs to the minimum by taking over all kind of duties in the
restaurant themselves with some help from their children and family members.53
51 Ibid





ANALSIS OF HUNAN GARDEN: SMALL FAMILY-OWNED
RESTAURRANT VERSUS FRANHISE RESTAURANT
In 1988, a research conducted by the National Restaurant Association had
predicted that the competition in the industry will be more intense at the turn of the
century. Competition not only will come from the growth of restaurant chains, but also
from other fields such as grocery stores and convenience stores. Independent
restaurateurs would have an edge in the competition only when they remained flexible
and adapted to local consumer dinning preferences.54
What the report had forecasted about the restaurant industry had turned into
reality in Midland. In his own assessment, Michael believes the arrival of franchise
restaurants was the reason why business performance of his restaurant had been dreadful
over the years.55 Although bad business performance cannot usually be attributed to a
single factor, Michael believed the competition of Loop 250 created his current difficult
54 National Restaurant Association, “Current Issues Report: Foodservice Industry 2000,” National
Restaurant Association (Washington, D.C.: The Association, 1988), p.5
55 Michael, interview by author, 2: side A.
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situation. On Loop 250 alone, there are dozens of restaurant chains. Six of these
restaurant chains are national wide full-service franchise like Olive Garden, On The
Border, Outback, Chili, Applebee, and I-Hop. The rest of the restaurants are fast-food
chains or less well known franchises. This fierce competition among restaurants could be
reduced if the population of Midland increased accordingly. While the population of
Midland increased from estimated 62,000 to 100,000 from 1960 to 2000, the number of
eating and drinking places had increased significantly as well. In 1963, there were ninety-
five eating and drinking places in the county. By 2000, there were a hundred eating
places in Midland alone.56
Business-format franchising is responsible for much of the franchising in the
United States after World War II. Including all types of restaurant, business-format
franchise includes not only food product, service, and trademark but also the entire
restaurant concept. Besides granting the license to sell a company’s product exclusively,
the restaurant franchisor also provides marketing strategy and promotion plans, operating
manual and performance standards, quality control, group purchasing power, research
and development, and a continuous program of training and assistance to the franchisees.
In return, the franchisee is obligated to pay a franchise fee, a monthly royalty on gross,
and a percentage of the profits from sales. In addition, the franchisee is compelled to
follow the franchisor’s guidelines in business operation, including operating procedures,
the quality of the products and services, and the appearance of the business building.
Unlike the traditional system, this new method of distributing goods and services in the
restaurant industry offers many advantages to restaurant franchisor, franchisee, and the
56 Business Development information service, Chamber of Commerce, Midland, Tx, and
Midland’s 2005 phone book.
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consumer. For small restaurateurs who have a successful product, process or concept,
franchising provides an opportunity to expand his or her business operation rapidly with a
minimum of financial investment. To prospective restaurateurs, franchising allows them
to own and operate a restaurant that has a proven concept, with minimum risk. For
customers, franchising presents a way to standardize food product and services;
customers obtain a reliable and predictable dining experience.57
The rise of franchise restaurants cut into the sales of Hunan Garden, which
crippled the restaurant’s ability to compete. Although none of the new franchise
restaurants specialized in Asian cuisine, the increased number of restaurants plus
Midland’s slow population growth reduced the overall restaurant market share. In a
growing competitive restaurant industry, Michael simply lacks the funds to entice
clienteles away from his rivals. For example, in Midland where there are not many
entertainments, whenever local or national major sport events are on television, they draw
fans to gather in front of the television screen. But not every household has the specific
television network to watch sport events. This, however, provided a marketing
opportunity for restaurants. By broadcasting these sport television programs, sports
enthusiasts could watch their favorite sport events while dining away from home. Such is
one of the successful marketing strategies behind franchise restaurants like Chili’s and
Applebee. Nevertheless, with extensive Chinese menu and cheaper price, Hunan Garden
would have an edge in enticing this segment of customers. But to set up the entire system,
Michael needs several widescreen televisions and a sport program package at a cost of
several thousand dollars and three hundred dollars monthly fees for the sport channels.58
57 Mahmood A. Khan, Restaurant Franchising ( New York: John Wiley, 1999), p.5-7 
58 Michael, interview by author, 2: side A.
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In the restaurant industry, small restaurateurs usually were ineffective in blunting
the encroachments of their larger competitors. In the case of Human Garden, lack of
language skills and legal knowledge barred Michael and Lisa from seeking resources
other than family. Long working hours also prevent the owners from engaging in
community work, which is vital for building a necessary network to rally any political
efforts. For these reasons, the possibilities for Hunan Garden to profit are dim, unless
Michael and Lisa could adjust to a new way of marketing Chinese cuisine.59
59 Michael, interview by author, 2: side B.
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CHAPTER IV
TASTE OF CHINA SUPER BUFFET
A new restaurant concept seemed to be one possible way to succeed in the
growing competition in the restaurant industry in Midland. The case study of Taste of
China examines one such situation by looking at how the concept of buffet not only
changed the way of representing Chinese cuisine, but also altered the conventional way
of managing a full-service Chinese restaurant. The concept was brought into Midland
when Taste of China began its operation in 2003. By selling a wide selection of Chinese
food, Taste of China showed how small independent Chinese restaurateurs could profit
and prosper when major franchise restaurants seemed to dominate the market share.
The exterior façade of Taste of China is located in one of the shopping mall, lined
up with variety of neighboring shops, without distinctive identity at one of the exits on
Loop 250. In term of size, Taste of China has more seating and more space compared to
other Chinese restaurants in town, despite the limited space in the shopping mail. When
the restaurant is full, it can host 100 to 150 customers. The restaurant is divided into three
sections that separate the dining hall, the kitchen and the buffet tables. Except the
kitchen, there are extensive decorations at the dinning hall and at the buffet section that
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features different seasons of the year. There is no seating in the buffet section except six
long buffet tables that occupy the entire section. For convenience purposes, the buffet
tables are arranged in categories much like how food are organized in supermarket that
customers can easily find their favorite dishes and avoid overcrowded situations at a
single buffet table.
Taste of China is owned and financed by a partnership of four unrelated owners.
Like many Chinese restaurateurs, lack of professional skills and language problems
convinced the owners to go into the restaurant business over other ventures. All four of
the owners worked as cooks for other employers and learned their craft through
accumulation of working experiences instead of specializing in a specific style of Chinese
cooking. Like the first group of immigrant workers arrived in the United States during the
mid-nineteenth century, none of the owners wanted to stay in the United States
permanently; they want to work for a time and return home with whatever savings they
had set aside from their work. After each of the owners had accumulated some financial
means, they wanted to open their own venture. The fact that there were no well-
established super-buffet Chinese restaurants in Midland meant there was a chance to earn
a considerable amount of money. At the end, the owners formed a partnership and
decided to open a super-buffet restaurant.60
From the start, Taste of China called for two blocks of funds, $180,000 for the
remodeling and equipment, and an estimated $50,000 for the opening month food cost
and operation expenses. Each partner invested about $50,000 to $60,000. Three of the
owners’ investments were from personal saving from selling their previous restaurant,
60 Ivy Bonham, Interview by author, tape recording, 2 cassettes, Midland, Tx., 30 June 2005, 1:
side A.
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and one of the owners had to secure a loan from a friend. 61
Certain elements such as wide selection of food, no limit on food consumption,
good service, reasonable price and convenience made the concept of super-buffet popular
in Midland. Customers were greeted by the hostess at the front door and were directed to
the buffet by the waitperson. The waitperson refills drinks and clears out dishes
throughout the course of the meal. Instead of waiting for the kitchen to cook their orders,
diners can start their meal as soon as they finished filling their plates from the buffet.
With over a hundred items on display for its customers, Taste of China is a new type of
full-service Chinese restaurant featuring an ‘all you can eat’ super-buffet. The phrase ‘all
you can eat’ is a common advertising practice used to promote this type of business.
Unlike the orthodox full-services Chinese restaurant which specialized in one particular
style of cooking, the buffet of Taste of China includes all the popular dishes that are liked
by the Americans. In addition to the wide selection of Chinese-Americanized cuisine, the
buffet also includes salad, dinner rolls, fruits and deserts that are popular in the American
cuisine. During promotion period, the buffet also offered seafood and sushi to attract
customers. The price for a customer is $8.99, with no restrictions on food consumption
and refills in drink. Diners have unlimited access to the buffet. Beside the buffet, the
restaurant also offers carry-out service. In theory, customers can consume as much as
they want throughout the restaurant operation hours, but in reality, courtesy demand that
customers finish the food on their table before taking more off from the buffet.
Despite the increased sales from the buffet style, large labor costs and high food
costs accompany it. Not only chefs are more needed in the kitchen, but the burdensome
workload of preparing more than a hundred items for the buffet also requires the help of
61 Ibid.
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additional kitchen staff. Besides the regular restaurant positions in the dinning hall, a
position called the buffet supervisor is responsible for refilling the buffet and explaining
the ingredient of little known dishes when asked by the customers. With the monthly
sales averaging between $110,000 to $120,000, total labor expenses could reach $20,000
to $30,000 a month with about fifteen to twenty people working in the restaurant. In
addition, high food costs also claim a large portion of expenses that cut into the owners’
profit. While a variety of ingredients account for the high food cost, maintaining the
buffet at full display at all times is also a major factor. For example, owners would like to
see that customers are consuming food off the buffet as soon as the kitchen refilled the
empty items. There should be little or no food left on the buffet when the restaurant
finishes its business for the day. However, there is very slight chance of such ideal
situation to happen considering the fact that diners do not come to the buffet and finished
their meal at the same time. Therefore, the buffet needs to keep in full display at all times
in order to provide the same service and food quality to customers who did not come to
the buffet during rush hours. For this reason, much food is wasted during non-busy hours
when there are not many customers. As a result, an estimate of thirty to forty percent of
the total monthly sales could go into food cost depends on the amount of food
consumption, and food quantity control.62
62 Ivy, interview by author, 2: side A.
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CHAPTER IV
TASTE OF CHINA SUPER BUFFET
ANALYSIS OF TASTE OF CHINA:
AN EVOLVING RESTAURANT BUSINESS
In 1980, Judith DeCrescente, founder of the Character Typographic Service, Inc.,
at New York was started with seven employees. By maintaining her business strategy
which is to deliver timely and premium service at a premium price, her small typographer
shop had grown to become one of the top five typographers in New York with about $8
million in sales. However, due to the rapid technological changes in the typographers’
industry, a personal computer and a laser graphic printing system became capable
handling routine office work that DeCrescente’s company had been offering to her
clients. To remain in the business, DeCrescente was forced to adapt to the technical
trends that specialize in high-quality esoteric work that cannot be done by regular
computer or printing system.63
A similar situation where has happened in Midland as Taste of China represented
the result of many changes that had happened in the Chinese restaurant business. One of
these changes was in financing a super-buffet restaurant in which the business ownership
63 Steven Solomon, Small Business USA: The Role of Small Companies in Sparking America’s
Economic Transformation. (New York: Crown Publishers, 1986), p. 52-53
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was equally divided into four to five shares so that multiple owners shared the enormous
risk and capital. In the past, Chinese restaurateurs hesitated to form multiple partnerships
outside of their family circle simply because the amount of capital needed for opening a
small order-menu restaurant was feasible for a family to handle. Furthermore, many
Chinese restaurateurs believed that multiple ownerships would generate conflicts, which
would hamper the chance of success. However, as competition in the restaurant industry
continued to intensify, it demanded Chinese restaurateurs open restaurants that
emphasized larger buildings, better interior decoration, more food selection, and more
services. To do this, more capital is needed from owners. Taste of China was capable to
follow this new trend because the restaurant had more financial resources from their
multiple owners as compared to the typical single family-owned restaurant.
In terms of economic commitment, the owners of Taste of China also had a
different business mind-set than their older colleagues. Previous Chinese restaurateurs
viewed their business as a long term family investment. When financially capable, these
restaurateurs made improvements in their restaurants and became the landlord of the
building, hoping that these long term investments were capable of generating values for a
long time to come. Wealth then accumulated in the process when the business of the first
restaurant was successful. Then they expanded the business by opening another unit,
trying to duplicate the successful business model of the first. However, as the business
ownership of the Chinese restaurants became less family-oriented, restaurateurs,
especially those who are involved in multiple partnerships, tended to view the traditional
business concept are too time-consuming in generating wealth. To hasten wealth creation,
these new entrepreneurs have refined a method by staying in the United States to work
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for short terms and then returning home. The concept of the new method is similar to
speculation in which restaurateurs want to engagement in business transactions on the
chance of making considerable profit by selling their venture at a high price. Buyouts are
common in the restaurant industry when restaurants become unprofitable. However, the
opposite outcome can also attract a potential buyout. Therefore, as long as Taste of China
remains a profitable venture, owners are in position for financial gain. If the buyout ever
takes place, the owners can join another group of restaurateurs to open another restaurant
elsewhere with the profit they makes from the transaction. In this way, less economic
commitments are required, but the expectation of receiving profitable returns is
increased.64
As the case of Taste of China has shown, the Chinese restaurant business is
evolving compared to the past. Due to the increasing competition in the industry, the
market demands more sophistication in entrepreneurship and more capitals. To get
market share or gain a competitive edge, new restaurants have to be equipped with better
interior decorations, gave various services, provide a wide selection of food, and offer a
distinctive restaurant concept. As a result, these new standards not only weakened the use
of a single family resource as the basis to finance restaurants, but also changed the
managerial operation of the Chinese restaurant in which bookkeeping and the restaurant
account is closely monitored. Over time, the restaurateurs who only stay in the United
States for a short time adapt a different business concept in which profit can be made
quickly by engaging in a risky business transaction of restaurant ownership.




Like the other small businesses in the United States, Chinese restaurant business
continues to thrive primarily by implementing small business principles in specialized
Chinese-Americanized cuisine. But not all Chinese restaurants are profitable ventures;
success is determined by how well restaurateurs market and present their food. After
examining the business operations of three Chinese restaurants in Midland, it is possible
to reach some general conclusions in each of the following areas: the restaurateurs’
ability to allocate their financial means is essential in devising business strategies and
operations, the interaction of franchised and small family restaurants in the modern
economy, and the importance of specialization and the development of new restaurant
concepts and services to market specialties to gain or sustain an competitive edge.
As the case of The Blue Star Inn had shown, the first and only Chinese restaurant
in the Midland County during the 50s and the 60s found that even in the remote small
town, American loved Chinese cuisine. In order to tap into the potential profitable
market, the founders of The Blue Star Inn did what other Chinese restaurateurs have done
elsewhere: they adapt modified traditional recipes so that the tastes of the traditional
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Chinese dishes satisfied American tastes but the cooking style remained authentically
Chinese. Chinese-Americanized cuisine, as this new cuisine was called, became the main
reason for The Blue Star Inn to establish and consolidate its position in the predominately
American cuisine market.
Once The Blue Star Inn monopoly ended in the 1980s when other Chinese
restaurants came into Midland, it became necessary to formulate a new business strategy
to maintain the restaurant’s business position. It is here that marked the turning point of
The Blue Star Inn. Fierce competition in the restaurant business began with the arrival of
major retailers and service industries that brought the flow of people around the region
into Midland. To compete with their rivals, the second generation owners began to
expand their menu and services to attract potential patrons. By working longer hours and
replacing hired labor with family members, they reduced operation costs that had
characterized a family restaurant. In this way, the restaurant was able to stay in business
with minimum expenditure despite a decrease in the volume of sales. But owing to the
shifting demand of the restaurant market, which demands restaurateurs improve their
products and services periodically, the second generation owners showed little flexibility
to adapt to the rapid changing market because of their unwillingness to commit more
financial means.
The survival of Hunan Garden is an example of how a small family restaurant
business operates in the existence of dual economy in which small and large businesses
coexist. In the growing competitive restaurant market, Human Garden’s business is in
survival mode for the same general reasons as The Blue Star Inn, but Human Garden’s
location put the restaurant aside a different group of competitors. Once various franchise
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restaurants filled alongside the Loop 250, Human Garden’s business began to decline
because more sophisticated franchise restaurants with better interior decoration and a
flexible menu supported by periodical marketing research, took away its potential
customers. Michael Chen has the option to match the services his competitors offer but
several factors contribute to Michael’s hesitation to make any major adjustments in his
establishment: the amount of investment involved, the additional monthly expenditure,
the possible failure to entice new customers, and the shaky relationship between him and
the building owner. As a result, the restaurant is able to breaks even by avoiding direct
competition with its larger rivals, even though it has a good business location and offers
specialized Chinese food that people like. However, as franchising became a emerging
tend in the restaurant business the arrival of a Chinese franchise restaurant into Midland
will greatly decrease the Michael Chen’s chances for survival.
Like other businesses, the restaurant industry was to change to meet market
demand. As various franchise restaurants entice diners with unique concepts, distinctive
food, and glamorous decorations, these franchises are lifting the overall restaurants’
quality to a higher standard. Within the Chinese restaurant business, the concept of buffet
became one of the new methods developed in response to the changing market. As a
result, this new trend of marketing Chinese-American cuisine changed how Chinese
restaurateurs finance their venture. This alteration only affected the managerial structure
of their business but also their entrepreneurship. Taste of China has shown that financial
means play an important role in establishing a position in the existing Chinese cuisine
market. To finance a better location and more sophisticated restaurant, non-familial
business partnerships were formed to increase the financial capability of the
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entrepreneurs. Relatives and family members of the owners were the core within the
managerial structure and business decisions were made collectively instead of determined
by the head of a single family. Although some adjustment in the operation and additional
personnel has been made to manage the buffet, the basic business strategies remain the
same in which the main objective is to provide good service and high-quality food to the
customer while reducing expenditure to maximize profit. Non-familial formation of
ownership explains why Taste of China’s workers do not view the restaurant as a familial
business and therefore, labor relation at Taste of China are more formal and business like
then at Hunan Garden and The Blue Star Inn. Finally, the owners of Taste of China are
more mobile and they pay close attention to the bookkeeping and the liabilities of
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